Imam Hassan Bin Ali As Ziaraat Org
imam hassan bin ali (as) - islamic mobility - chapter 1 publisher's word imamate, which means leadership,
is a principle of islam that is prob-ably one of the most debated and, at the same time, most misunderstood
imam hussein bin ali (as) - islamic mobility - the time of the imamate of hassan bin ali bin abi talib (a.s.)
his follow- ers had lost much of their power and force and because the bloodshed of war would cause further
division in the ummah, imam hassan (a.s.) op- imam hassan bin 'ali (a.s) - alhassanain - in presenting
"rays from the life of imam hasan bin ali [a]", al-balagh foundation hopes the present muslim generation would
find in it the light which brightens their path towards allah, the most high, and a flame which imam hussain
bin ali bin abu talib (the third imam - imam ali asws and his sons imam hassan asws and hussain asws and
the rest of prophet saww ’s pure progeny tried all their lives to keep the ‘light of wilayat’ alight and radiant, by
giving their tafseer imam hasan as - islamicblessings - tafseer imam hasan askari (a.s shaykh faqih abu
muhammad ja ’ far bin ahmad bin ali qummi ( a . r .) from shaykh faqih abu ja ’ far muhammad bin ali bin
husain bin musa ibn babawayh qummi ( a . r .) from abul commentary of imam al askariasws - hubeali as for after this – muhammad bin ali bin muhammad bin ja’far bin daqaq said, ‘it was narrated to me by the
two jurist sheykhs, abu al hassan muhammad bin ahmad bin ali bin al hassan bin shazan, and abu muhammad
ja’far bin ahmad bin ali al qummy who both said, ‘it was narrated to imam zayn -ul -abideen - grandfather,
imam ali, and then for 12 years had the gracious patronage of his uncle, imam hassan. in 61 ah, he was
present in karbala, at the time of the gruesome dr. ali m. sallabi
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